Proof procedures based on model elimination or the connection tableau calculus have become more and more successful in the past. But these procedures still su er from long proof lengths as well as from a rather high degree of redundant search e ort in comparison to resolution-style search procedures. In order to overcome these problems we investigate the use of clausal lemmas. We develop a method to augment a given set of clauses with a lemma set in a preprocessing phase and discuss the ability of this technique to reduce proof lengths and to provide an appropriate reordering of the search space. We deal with the basic connection tableau calculus as well as with several calculus re nements and extensions. In order to control the use of lemmas we develop techniques for selecting relevant lemmas based on similarity criteria. Experiments with the prover Setheo performed in several domains demonstrate the high potential of our approach.
Top-down and bottom-up approaches for automated theorem proving in rst order logic have each speci c advantages and disadvantages. Top-down approaches (like model elimination (ME) Lov78] or the connection tableau calculus (CT C) LMG94] ) are goal oriented but su er from long proof lengths and the lack of e ective redundancy control mechanisms. Bottomup approaches (like superposition BG94]) provide more simpli cation power but su er from their search method which normally neglects the goal to be proved. Thus, an integration of these two paradigms is desirable. In the following we want to consider how to integrate bottom-up elements into the top-down oriented connection tableau calculus. Our approach is based on the work done in Sch94] and Fuc98c, Fuc98b] . There, in order to refute a set of input clauses with CTC, in a preprocessing phase a set of unit lemmas is created and the clauses are augmented by these bottom-up generated formulas. The lemmas have the ability to shorten the proof length when dealing with horn clauses and can provide a redundancy control mechanism. A criticism regarding this approach is the fact that when dealing with non-horn clauses it cannot be guaranteed whether useful lemmas can be generated. Thus, in the following we will develop methods for generating an appropriate set of clausal lemmas which can provide proof length reductions. In addition, we will discuss the use of lemmas in connection with re nements (search space reduction techniques) and extensions (additional inference rules) of CTC. As a result of this discussion we extend the use of lemmas in various ways. This includes the use of lemmas with inequality constraints as well as the use of bottom-up generated deductions instead of clauses. A second main topic, besides the development of appropriate lemma generation techniques, is the intelligent control of their application. An uncontrolled use of all generated lemmas (although useful lemmas are generated which can lead to proof length reductions) normally increases the branching rate of the search tree in such a way that the advantages like proof length reduction are outweighed (see e.g. Min90, MS93, Fuc98c, Fuc98b] ). Criteria are needed in order to select some relevant lemmas. Thus, in this report we will develop methods for selecting lemmas which appear to be relevant for a given proof task. In the past criteria based on syntactic properties or the derivation tree of a possible lemma have been used for this purpose. E.g. in Sch94 , AS92] short clauses are favored in order to increase the probability that the lemmas can be applied during the proof process. Additionally, lemmas with large derivations are favored (e.g. in MS93, FW98]) because they can possibly provide large search reductions. These criteria, however, work rather uninformedly since a lemma is judged without consideration of the concrete proof task. It may be better to try to estimate the relevancy of a lemma in order to contribute to a refutation of the given input clauses. Thus, in this report a similarity-based approach to judge the relevancy of a lemma is introduced.
The report is organized as follows: After a short introduction to CTC in section 2 we outline general principles and problems regarding the use of lemmas in connection tableau calculi in section 3. In addition we introduce in this section the working scheme of our speci c lemma technique (generation of a pool of lemma candidates and selection of lemmas from this pool). After that we discuss speci c aspects in more detail. We start with techniques for generating a pool of lemma candidates. In section 4 we present such techniques when dealing with the basic calculus CTC. We will show how we can derive clauses which can provide guarantees of proof length reduction and discuss which advantages certain iterative deepening search methods can take from the application of these lemma candidates. After that we deal with re nements and extensions of CTC and discuss their in uence on possible proof length reductions as well as on an appropriate reordering of the search space. As a result of this discussion we present two extensions of the conventional lemma technique in section 5. Then, we deal with techniques for selecting important lemmas. In section 6 we present a notion of relevancy of a lemma for refuting a set of clauses. Then we deal with methods for choosing important lemmas based on this notion of relevancy in section 7 and 8.
Finally, we conclude the report with an experimental study conducted with the CTC-based prover Setheo LSBB92] and a discussion in sections 9 and 10, respectively.
Connection Tableau Calculus
In the following we are interested in refuting a set of input clauses C with the connection tableau calculus. We use standard notations for terms, literals, clauses, and substitutions.
The Calculus
The connection tableau calculus works on connected tableaux or connection tableaux for C. A (clausal) tableau T for C is a tree whose non-root nodes are labeled with literals and that ful lls the condition: If the immediate successor nodes v 1 ; : : : ; v n of a node v of T are labeled with literals l 1 ; : : : ; l n , then the clause l 1 _ : : : _ l n (tableau clause) is an instance of a clause in C (see also Fit96] ). If a tableau clause in T is an instance of an input clause C we also say C appears in T. A tableau is called connected if each inner node v (non-leaf node) which is labeled with literal l has a leaf node v 0 among its immediate successor nodes that is labeled with a literal l 0 complementary to l. The tableau clause which is successor of the unlabeled root node is called head clause of the tableau. A subtableau of a tableau T with head node N is a subtree of T that contains N and all successor nodes of N in T. Furthermore, all labels are equal to those in T. The literal associated with N is called the head literal of the subtableau.
The inference rules of CTC consist of start, extension, and reduction. The start rule allows for a standard tableau expansion that can only be applied to a trivial tableau, i.e. one consisting of only one node. (We furthermore restrict the start rule in such a way that it can only expand negative clauses.) An expansion step means selecting a clause from C, obtaining a new variant C 0 of C, and attaching the literals of C 0 to a leaf node of an open branch, i.e. a branch that does not contain two complementary literals. The clause attached by the start rule is also called start clause. Tableau reduction closes a branch by unifying the literal at the leaf of the open tableau branch with the complement of a literal r (denoted by r) on the same branch, and applying the substitution to the whole tableau. Extension is performed by selecting a literal s at the leaf node of an open branch in the tableau T, applying an expansion step to s, and immediately performing a reduction step with s and one of its newly created successors. In the following an inference is given as a tuple I = (r; a) where r speci es the inference rule which has been used, and a speci es the input clause applied (for extension and start) or the node of the reduction partner which is used.
A literal s at the leaf node of an open branch N is called a subgoal. Furthermore, we will also call N a subgoal. The subtree of a tableau T which contains all subgoal nodes of T (inclusive the labels) and all ancestor nodes of these nodes in T (with labels) is called the subgoal tree of T. A subgoal s is closed or solved if it becomes the head literal of a closed subtableau after performing some inferences. A (sub-)tableau is closed if all branches are closed.
If a subgoal s can be closed by performing the inferences I 1 ; : : : ; I n (involving substitutions 1 ; : : : ; n ), i.e. the instance s 1 : : : n becomes head literal of a closed subtableau, we call n : : : 1 a solution of s. A closed tableau is called a proof for the negated head clause. A closed subtableau with head literal s is called a (sub-)proof for s or a refutation for s (in the theory given by C).
The depth of a tableau is the maximal depth of a node ignoring leaf nodes. The depth of the root node is 0, the depth of its immediate successor node in the tableau tree is 1, and so on. The proof depth of a given proof is the depth of the respective closed tableau. The depth of a subtableau of a given tableau T is the di erence of the maximal depth of a node in the subtableau (w.r.t. T) and the depth of the head literal of the subtableau. The subproof depth of a subproof is the depth of its associated subtableau. The proof length of a closed tableau (proof) T is de ned as the number of inference rules needed to infer T starting from a trivial tableau. The subproof length of a given subproof T 0 of a proof T, denoted by I(T 0 ), is given as follows. Let S 0 be a clausal tableau obtained from T by deleting the nodes below the node which is associated with the subproof head. Then I(T 0 ) is the number of inference steps needed to infer a tableau S which is equal (modulo renaming variables) to T starting from S 0 .
Finally, we want to introduce a notion of subsumption on tableaux. We employ the following form of subsumption. We say a tableau T 1 subsumes another tableau T 2 (denoted by T 1 T 2 ) if the subgoal tree t 1 of T 1 subsumes the subgoal tree t 2 of T 2 . This is the case if t 1 and t 2 are isomorphic and there is a substitution such that for any pair of associated nodes N and N 0 in t 1 and t 2 with literals l and l 0 , respectively, holds: l = l 0 .
Proof Search
Important is the notion of a tableau derivation and a (tableau) search tree: We say T`T 0 if (and only if) tableau T 0 can be derived from T by applying the start rule if T is the trivial tableau, or by an extension/reduction step to a subgoal in T. The search space is given by a tableau search tree T de ned as follows (see also Figure 1 ): A search tree T de ned by a set of clauses C is a labeled tree, whose root is labeled with the trivial tableau. Every inner node in T labeled with tableau T has as immediate successors the maximal set of nodes fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g, where v i is labeled with T i and T`T i , 1 i n. The connection tableau calculus is sound and complete in the following sense (see e.g. Let93, LMG94] ). The calculus is sound, i.e. if a closed connection tableau for a clause set C can be derived then C is unsatis able. Furthermore, the calculus is complete. For each unsatis able set of clauses C there exists a node in the search tree which is marked with a closed connection tableau for C.
Interestingly the order in which one tries to solve open subgoals has no in uence on the fact whether a closed tableau can be found. A subgoal selection function is a function which assigns to each open tableau a subgoal. The tableau search tree can be decreased by the use of a xed subgoal selection function . T`T 0 can only be performed by applying the inference step to the subgoal (T ). A subgoal selection function is a depth-rst selection function if it selects from each open tableau a subgoal with a maximal depth. The choice of a xed subgoal selection function does not a ect the completeness of the calculus.
Since, in comparison with resolution style calculi, not only the number of proof objects but also their size increases during the proof process, explicit tableaux enumeration procedures that construct all tableaux in T in a breadth-rst manner are not sensible. Hence, implicit enumeration procedures are normally in use that apply consecutively bounded iterative deepening search with backtracking. In this approach iteratively larger nite initial parts of the search tree T are explored with depth-rst search. Normally, the nite segments are de ned by so-called completeness bounds which pose structural restrictions on the tableaux which are allowed in the current segment. A completeness bound de nes w.r.t. a xed natural number, a so-called resource, a nite initial segment of the search tree. Iterative deepening using a bound B is performed by starting with a basic resource value n 2 IN and iteratively increasing n until a proof is found within the (increasing) nite initial segment of T de ned by B and n. Prominent examples for completeness bounds are the depth bound, inference bound, and weighted-depth bound.
The depth bound limits the maximal tableau depth which is allowed in a segment according to a resource n. In practice, the depth bound is quite successful (cf. LMG94, Har96]) but it su ers from the large increase of the nite initial segment (de ned by resource n) caused by an increase of n. The inference bound allows for a level by level exploration of the search tree (cf. Sti88]). The length of derivations for tableaux in a segment is bounded by the resource n. In comparison with the depth bound, the inference bound allows for a smooth increase of the search space, but the bound is inferior to the depth bound in practice ( LMG94, Har96] ). In order to combine the advantages of depth and inference bound the weighted-depth bound was introduced in MIL
]. This bound describes a class of possible bounds that restrict the tableau depth as well as the number of inferences allowed to infer a speci c tableau. The con guration used within the prover Setheo (see MIL + 97]) has proved to be quite successful.
Principles of Integrating Bottom-Up Lemmas in Connection
Tableau Calculi
We are interested in assisting the refutation process of a given set of input clauses C by the generation of clausal lemmas. In general, a lemma represents a valid clause in a given theory which is assumed to be useful (relevant) for a proof. Lemmas can be created from a closed (sub-)tableau as follows: Assume that s is the head literal of a closed subtableau T s . Let l 1 ; : : : ; l n be all literals that are used to close some literals in T s by reduction and that are outside of T s . Then, the clause s_ l 1 _: : :_ l n may be derived as a new lemma and added to the input clauses (see e.g. LSBB92]). Now, we want to brie y discuss which advantages and disadvantages the use of lemmas can have. Then, we outline principles of our speci c lemma technique and introduce the basic components of a lemma-based theorem prover.
Advantages and Disadvantages regarding the Use of Lemmas
At rst sight, lemma use could be interpreted as introducing new edges into the original search tree T because certain subdeductions can be reduced to one inference by applying a lemma. We should notice, however, that the use of lemmas also inserts new nodes into the search tree. This is because the structure of a tableau T 1 where a lemma is applied di ers from the structure of an in other parts equal tableau T 2 where the lemma proof is \unfolded". Considering the bounds introduced in section 2, T 1 can be enumerated with a resource value which is smaller or equal than that needed to enumerate T 2 . Under consideration of these remarks, we now summarize the advantages and disadvantages of using lemmas in connection with iterative deepening procedures. This is similar to Min90] where the utility of macro operators is discussed. A minor advantage of introducing a lemma is the advantage of decreasing path costs, i.e. the costs of reproducing the inferences needed for its proof. The major advantage of using lemmas is that they allow for restructuring the search space. On the one hand, one can save the possibly high search e ort needed for proving a useful lemma (assuming the lemma proof can be expanded within the nite segment of T to be considered). On the other hand, it is possible that a closed tableau can be reached within a smaller resource value (\resource reduction"). Then, the reordering e ects may allow to solve problems that were previously out of reach because the search procedure gets lost in the (usually exponentially) larger segment of the search tree de ned by a larger resource.
The main disadvantage regarding the use of lemmas is the increase of the branching rate of the search tree. It is possible that new misleading solutions of a subgoal may be obtained that could not be found before within the given nite segment. Additionally, duplications of segments of the search space can occur caused by a duplicated solution of a subgoal via a lemma and by expanding its proof. This disadvantage, however, can usually be overcome by using local failure caching information (see MIL + 97]). Furthermore, the newly introduced lemmas cause the problem that in each inference possibly a high number of lemmas has to be tested in order to determine whether inferences are possible (applicability test). Thus, new uni cation attempts have to be performed.
Lemma Generation Techniques
Basically, lemmas can be generated dynamically during a proof run or statically in a preprocessing phase.
A dynamic generation of lemmas, as performed with unit clauses in AS92, Iwa97, AL97], allows for the generation of lemmas during the proof run. After each successful solution of a subgoal a lemma can possibly be generated and added to the input clauses. The aim of this kind of lemma generation is to produce lemmas that are able to reduce the search amount by eliminating repeated sub-deductions. Thus, it can be viewed as a kind of redundancy control mechanism. One criticism regarding this kind of lemma generation is the fact that it is unclear whether useful lemmas can be generated or not. There is no guarantee that lemmas can be produced during the proof run which can contribute to a proof, i.e. which can be \re-used". Furthermore, the generated lemmas are usually not as general as possible due to instantiations coming from the solutions of subgoals previously solved. This can reduce the applicability of a lemma although the \generalized" proof could be re-used for refuting the input clauses. An extraction of the generalized proof is usually not an option during the proof run since this would be too expensive compared with the conventional inferences. There are approaches to restrict the application of lemmas. In Iwa97] the use of a lemma is only allowed if it matches an open subgoal and thus the remaining alternatives in the choice point can be discarded. This remains a quite uncontrolled method, however, since no estimation of the usefulness of the lemma is performed and an uncontrolled reordering of the search space can take place (new solutions of subgoals may be introduced in a nite segment of the search tree). In AS92, AL97] lemma selection techniques are used that do not consider the actual proof task and judge the relevancy of a lemma based on its syntactical structure.
In contrast to these methods the principle of our method is to generate a set of lemmas L in a preprocessing phase (as introduced in Sch94]) and to augment the input clauses with these bottom-up generated formulas. The structure of a prover which employs our lemma concept is depicted in Figure 2 . Essentially, our prover consists of a bottom-up component which works only in a preprocessing phase and a top-down prover which tries to refute a given set of input clauses (augmented by lemmas) afterwards. The bottom-up component consists of a lemma generator and a lemma selection component. The lemma generator is responsible for creating a pool of \interesting" lemma candidates by deriving logical consequences from the input clauses and possibly previously generated lemmas. As we will outline in the next section it can provide the generation of a pool of clauses which guarantee a reduction of the proof length compared with the refutation of C without lemmas. The lemma selection component is responsible for choosing an appropriate subset of the generated lemma candidates (details are given in section 6).
The generation process of lemmas starts with an empty lemma set and consists of N 0 iterations. Before each iteration step the set of lemma candidates is deleted whereas the generated lemmas remain in the lemma set. Then, new lemma candidates are generated and important lemmas are selected from this pool. Finally, after a nite number of cycles a set of lemmas is created which is then used by a top-down CTC-based prover.
4 Augmenting the Input Clauses with Bottom-Up generated Clausal Lemmas
Now, we will deal with techniques of how to generate lemmas for a set of clauses C. Further, we discuss the e ects of the lemma techniques for reducing the proof length and proof depth. These are the items which are used by the currently most successful search bounds to de ne nite segments of the search space. A reduction of the proof length and the proof depth can provide signi cant advantages for nding a proof. These reordering e ects of the search space resulting from using lemmas are discussed in addition to the potential for proof length/depth reduction. We start with the use of lemmas in the conventional connection tableau calculus CTC as introduced before. We introduce for horn as well as for non-horn logic lemma generation procedures and discuss them in detail. Then, we deal with re nements and extensions of CTC. We investigate whether our previous techniques are still su cient in order to produce lemmas which are able to reduce proof lengths and to restructure the search space in an appropriate manner.
Unit Lemma Generation
The general aim of our method is to generate units in the preprocessing phase which are able to close all branches of a closed tableau in a smaller depth. Then a proof length reduction is obtained. As we will see this is possible when dealing with horn clauses.
Lemma generation. At rst we want to consider a technique for the generation of lemmas in detail which was rstly introduced in Sch94]. There, lemmas are generated according to the following procedure which gets a clause set C as input and produces a lemma set U for C as output.
Procedure 4.1 (Unit lemma generation)
1. Add most general queries :p(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) (and p(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) when dealing with nonhorn clauses) to C for each predicate symbol p.
2. Enumerate all closed tableau T 1 ; : : : ; T k that can be obtained within the nite segment of the search tree de ned by C, the depth bound, and a resource value n D 2. 3. Let p i be the head literal of tableau T i . Then, p i is obtained as a valid fact. Let U 0 be the clause set f p 1 ; : : : ; p k g. 4. Delete all facts from U 0 which are subsumed by another fact in U 0 or by a clause from C. This results in a set of lemma candidates U.
A method for generating lemmas for a set of input clauses C is to apply procedure 4.1 with input C. Then, U 0 = U can be used as lemma set. Additionally, an iterated generation process of unit lemmas is possible. Starting with C we generate a set U 0 of unit lemma candidates as described above. Then, the set U i+1 is created using the set U i C as input of the procedure. The unit clauses in the set U N I U N I ?1 : : : U 0 which is generated after a xed number N I + 1 of generation cycles are possible lemma candidates that can be added to the input clauses. We should notice that we can generate lemmas of a maximal proof depth of N I (n D ? 1) + n D . The iterated generation technique allows for the use of subsumption and selection of lemmas after each cycle.
Proof length/depth reduction. Now, we want to discuss whether we can shorten the minimal proof length or the minimal proof depth for C. At rst we want to introduce some basic notions in order to show in which way we can replace subdeductions by others.
De nition 4.1 Let C be a set of clauses.
1. Let T 0`T1`: : :`T n , n 1, where the inferences I 1 ; : : : ; I n are applied using a xed depth-rst subgoal selection function . We say (I i+1 ; : : : ; I j ), 0 i < j n, is the sequence of proof inferences for a node N (in T n ) if the following conditions are satis ed: N is a node in T n which is head of a closed subtableau in T n . Further, N is a subgoal in a tableau T k for 0 k < n.
T i is the tableau where N is a subgoal and T i`Ti+1 by performing an inference step with the subgoal N. T j is the tableau where N is head of a closed subtableau and N is not closed in T i ; T i+1 ; : : : ; T j?1 . Furthermore, (T i+1 ; : : : ; T j ) is the proof sequence for N (induced by the inference chain (I 1 ; : : : ; I n )). 2. Let T 0`T1`: : :`T n , n 1, where the inferences I 1 ; : : : ; I n are applied using a xed depth-rst subgoal selection function . Let I = (I 1 ; : : : ; I n ) be a sequence of proof inferences for N in T n . Let We say I is more general than I 0 if T n T 0 m . The following lemma illustrates the fact that sequences of proof inferences of certain subgoals can be replaced by other more general proof inference chains without any harm (without limiting the solvability of a tableau).
Lemma 4.1 Let C be a set of clauses. We consider a connection tableau calculus where a xed depth-rst subgoal selection function is used. Let T 0`T1`: : :`T n where the inferences I 1 ; : : : ; I n are applied. Let I = (I i+1 ; : : : ; I j ), 0 i < j n, be a sequence of proof inferences for a node N. Let With the help of this lemma we investigate now which proof length and depth reductions the use of unit lemmas can have when dealing with horn clauses. Theorem 4.1 Let C be an unsatis able set of horn clauses. Let U N I be a set of unit lemma candidates for C generated as described above according to a resource n D 2, and an iteration number N I 0. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1.
1. Let n be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C. Let n 0 be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C U N I . Then it holds n 0 = max(f1; n ? (N I + 1) (n D ? 1)g). 2. Let n be the minimal proof length of a proof for C. Let n 0 be the minimal proof length of a proof for C U N I . Then it holds n 0 < n. Proof. 1. Let P be a proof with minimal depth. W.l.o.g. we assume that P is derived using CTC and a depth-rst subgoal selection function. We show that we can replace the sequence of proof inferences of each node N occurring in depth max(fn ?(N I + 1)(n D ?1); 1g) in P by a (more general) sequence of proof inferences which consists of a single extension step with a unit lemma. Then, a proof can be enumerated with lemmas which has a proof depth which is smaller than or equal as max(fn ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1); 1g) (according to Lemma 4.1). Since in general, no proof depth reduction by an amount which is larger than (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) can be obtained (otherwise also without lemmas a proof with a depth smaller than n would exist) we have a proof depth reduction from n to max(fn ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1); 1g) when using lemmas. Now, let N be a subgoal in depth max(fn?(N I +1)(n D ?1); 1g) labeled with s in P. In the preprocessing phase we have generated for each head literal h of a closed tableau which has a depth smaller than or equal as N I (n D ?1)+n D a lemma candidate which subsumes h. Since s is proved with a subproof of a depth which is smaller than or equal as N I (n D ?1)+n D we can replace the chain of proof inferences for N by an extension step with a lemma candidate (obtain a more general solution for s).
2. Analogous to the rst part of the proof we can reduce the depth n of a proof P for C which is minimal w.r.t. the proof length to max(fn ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1); 1g). Thus, the new proof depth of P when employing lemmas is smaller than the old proof depth n (since n D 2 and n > 1). If the new proof depth is 1 let N be a node occurring in depth 1 (labeled with s) whose subproof P s has a depth which is greater than 1. Otherwise, let s be a literal at a node in P which has the depth n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) and whose subproof P s has depth N I (n D ?1)+n D . (Such nodes must exist in P). The proof inferences for P s can be replaced by an extension with a unit lemma resulting in a new subproof P 0 s . It holds I(P 0 s ) < I(P s ).
Thus, the proof length of P can be shortened with lemmas. 2 Structure of the search space. Now we want to analyze in which way the search space is reordered when all lemma candidates are used in order to refute a set of horn clauses (see also Fuc98c] ). The reordering e ects heavily depend on the completeness bound which is applied to refute C U N I . In the following we consider only sets C whose refutation requires a proof depth which is greater than (N I +1)(n D ?1). We will analyze whether more or less inferences are possible in the minimal proof segment after the introduction of lemmas compared to the minimal proof segment without lemmas. When using the depth bound we can decrease the resource which is at least needed in order to obtain a closed tableau from n to n 0 = n ? (N I + 1) (n D ? 1) (see above). Thus, despite the use of lemmas we have no new solutions of subgoals in the smallest segment of the search space which contains a proof of C compared to the segment when not employing lemmas and resource n. This is because all solutions of subgoals with lemmas and resource n 0 can also be obtained without lemmas and resource n by \expanding" the lemma proofs. Furthermore, techniques like local failure caching MIL + 97] avoid the duplicated exploration of segments of the search tree caused by duplicated solutions of subgoals obtained with lemmas and by expanding the lemma proof (assuming this is possible when using resource n 0 ). An increase of the number of inferences which are possible in the new proof segment when employing lemmas results from the application test (uni cation attempt) in order to close a subgoal. Thus, for each subgoal of the old proof segment which also occurs in the new segment a lemma causes one new uni cation.
In contrast inferences can be saved when using lemmas because of the occurring resource reduction (see also Sch94, Fuc98c] ). Then, some inference chains of the old proof segment can be spared. These are the inferences which are impossible with the new smaller resource value (with clauses from C) and which do not lead to solutions of subgoals (and thus cannot be simulated with lemmas). This normally is only a minor advantage. More important is that certain subsumed solutions of subgoals cannot be found in the new proof segment. Subsumed solutions of subgoals which could be found in the old proof segment but cannot in the new one because of the lack of resources cannot be inferred when using lemmas. This is because a subsumption test is employed when generating the lemmas. This may spare a lot of unnecessary inferences.
A signi cant improvement can be obtained when only a small subset of U N I is used which already allows for a resource reduction. Then, problems that were out of reach before can probably be solved because of a resource reduction from n to n 0 (in a normally exponentially increasing search space when increasing the resource value) and the rather small increase of the size of the nite segment de ned by resource n 0 caused by the use of a small number of lemmas. Criteria in order to select only some relevant lemmas can be used after the generation of each set U i , 0 i N I . In summation the depth bound appears to be well-suited for the use of lemmas in horn domains if appropriate lemma selection methods are used. It performs rather well without lemmas and controlled search space reductions are possible.
When applying the inference bound a resource reduction can be guaranteed (the exact value depends on the proof size of the applicable lemmas). Thus, analogously to the depth bound certain solutions of subgoals may be saved, e.g. because of the subsumption test. But we should notice that also some new solutions of subgoals may occur in the segment which contains a proof when using lemmas compared with the proof segment when not using lemmas.
It is possible that misleading paths in T can take more bene ts (resource reduction) from applying lemmas than a proof can. Thus, we have a more uncontrolled behavior in comparison with the depth bound. Nevertheless, the inference bound pro ts from each application of a lemma in form of a reduction of the resource needed and not only from a reduction of the longest path (see Fuc98c] ). This can be useful when ltering lemmas and we are not able to select all lemmas to shorten the longest tableau paths. Then the depth bound probably cannot pro t from the use of lemmas (although search e ort may be saved in order to prove the usable lemmas) but the inference bound probably can.
It is possible that the weighted-depth bound does not pro t from the use of lemmas in form of a reduction of the resource needed to enumerate a proof (cp. Fuc97b]). Thus, if no resource reduction takes place it is apparent that the use of lemmas can increase the size of the proof segment. But also in the case of a resource reduction it may be that new solutions of subgoals are obtained by using lemmas. Nevertheless in practice the weighted-depth quite often provides a well-suited reordering of the search space. Particularly the search space may be reorded in an appropriate way if we cannot shorten all proof branches but the proof length when using lemmas. Then, the bound normally is superior to the depth bound where no resource reduction occurs. Furthermore, it is quite probable that it also improves on the inference bound because it is superior to the inference bound without lemmas (see Har96] for an empirical investigation of the inference bound) and also a resource reduction takes place.
Regardless from the bound to be used for the nal top-down proof run the inferences performed in order to create the lemmas have to be considered. If a small value for n D is used and the generation process is not iterated the inferences performed in the preprocessing phase normally are negligible and are outweighted by the inferences spared by subsumption. If we iterate the lemma generation process a rather restrictive ltering of lemmas is needed. Otherwise in rather large search spaces all tableaux have to be enumerated starting from most general start clauses. An e ective discarding of unnecessary lemmas, however, usually helps to spare a number of inferences in the nal proof run which exceeds the number of inferences needed to infer the lemmas by magnitudes. In section 9 we will investigate which bound is the most successful when dealing with horn clauses by some experimental studies. We will see that according to our expectations especially with the depth bound and appropriate lemma selection methods signi cant improvements of CTC based provers can be obtained. Also the weighted-depth bound proved to be well-suited for the use of lemmas in horn domains.
Non-Unit Lemma Generation
When refuting non-horn clauses a generation of units cannot guarantee a reduction of the proof length. It may be that in all subproofs of a proof that have a depth which is smaller than or equal as N I (n D ?1)+n D reduction steps are needed from outside the subproof. Then, the complements of the head literals of the subproofs are no logic consequences of the tableau clauses occurring in the subproofs. Thus, no unit lemmas can be used to close the head literals of these subproofs which prevents a proof length reduction. Although experiments performed in Sch94, AL97] show that nevertheless in some non-horn domains good results can be obtained with units it is sensible to develop methods which guarantee that useful (clausal) lemma candidates can be generated.
Lemma generation. In order to replace subproofs where reduction steps from outside are needed non-unit clauses can be used. Instead of using only units we want to employ nonunit clauses like C p _ l 1 _ : : : _ l m . The idea is to close a subgoal p 0 where reductions with \higher" literals are needed for its proof by extension with the clause C (by unifying p and p 0 ) and by performing reduction steps into all newly introduced subgoals (instances of l 1 ; : : : ; l m ). In order to obtain a controlled use of lemmas we want to employ the lemmas only in extension and reduction steps and we do not intend to use them as new start clauses. This could reorder the search space in a hardly controllable manner. Henceforth, in all connection tableau calculi a start expansion with lemmas is forbidden.
In order to generate a pool of lemma candidates which can provide resource reductions even in the non-horn case we generalize the preceeding procedure to a method for the generation of non-unit lemma candidates for a clause set C. These non-unit lemmas are used in addition to the unit lemmas. The following procedure employs a set of clauses C as input and produces a set of non-unit clauses N as output. Procedure 4.2 (Non-unit lemma generation) 1. Add most general queries :p(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) and p(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) to C for each predicate symbol p. 2. Enumerate all tableaux T 1 ; : : : ; T k that can be obtained in the nite segment of the search tree de ned by C, the depth bound, and a resource value n D 2.
A set of non-unit lemmas N 0 = N for a set of input clauses C can be created with the procedure using C as input. If we want to employ an iterated generation of unit and non-unit clauses the generation process of units and non-units has to be interleaved. The sets U i and N i , i > 0, of unit and non-unit lemma candidates are generated according to the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, and we have to use C U i?1 N i?1 as input. In the following let L i be U i N i . Proof length/depth reduction. When using non-unit lemmas in addition to unit lemmas proof length and depth reductions can be obtained even when employing non-horn clauses. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2 Let C be an unsatis able set of clauses. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1. Let L N I be a set containing all unit and non-unit lemma candidates for C generated in N I 0 iterations according to the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 using a resource n D 2.
1. Let n be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C. Let n 0 be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C L N I . Then it holds n 0 2 f1; : : : ; max(fn ? (N I + 1) (n D ? 1); 1g)g. 2. Let n be the minimal proof length of a proof for C. Let n 0 be the minimal proof length of a proof for C L N I . Then it holds n 0 < n. Proof. 1. Let P be a proof with minimal proof depth which is enumerated in depth-rst search. We assume that the depth of P is greater than (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). Analogously to the previous theorem we show that each subgoal which occurs in depth n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) in P can be closed with a subproof of depth 1. Then, we obtain a proof depth reduction from n to a value smaller than or equal to n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). Now, we show how to obtain a subproof of depth 1 by using clausal lemmas. Let s be a literal occurring at node N in P. Let the depth of N be n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). If no reduction steps are needed in the subproof P s for s then we can replace the sequence of proof inferences for N in P s by an extension with a a unit lemma analogously to the preceeding theorem. Otherwise reduction steps occur in the subproof for s. Let Structure of the search space. We have noticed that the properties of resource reduction when using unit lemmas can be lifted from the horn case to the non-horn case when additionally using clausal lemmas. If we take a qualitative look at the segment of the search space hich contains a proof, however, we can notice that due to the use of clauses an increase of the number of solution substitutions can take place (compared with the \old proof segment") even when using the depth bound. This is because new subgoals are introduced when performing an extension step with a clausal lemma. Now, when using other clausal lemmas in order to solve these newly introduced subgoals new solutions of subgoals, previously not obtainable, can be reached. This e ect normally leads to an uncontrolled explosion of the search space and may introduce a lot of misleading proof paths. Consider the following example. Furthermore, we should notice that the simple addition of a lemma clause p l 1 ; : : : ; l n to C can lead to an uncontrolled increase of the branching rate of the search tree since an extension step with a lemma can be performed by uni cation of a subgoal with a tail literal (which is only intended to be used for reduction steps). Thus, it can happen that a (valid) rule like l i l 1 ; : : : ; l i?1 ; l i+1 ; : : : ; l n ; p may be used although it is not needed for a proof length reduction (and would therefore not be generated when applying the lemma generation method as described before). In section 4.3.1 we will deal with methods to overcome all of these problems.
Finally, we want to mention that naturally analogously to before lemma selection mechanisms can provide a drastical pruning of the search space.
Search Space Reduction Techniques
In the following we want to analyze whether the use of lemmas is \compatible" with the use of some search space reduction techniques. Search space reduction techniques exclude certain parts from the search space (spare the consideration of the whole search space) but still provide complete search procedures.
Speci cally, we are interested whether resource reductions can still be obtained when employing a restricted calculus and lemmas. We have to consider whether the application of a lemma which is needed in order to enumerate a closed tableau within a smaller inference or depth resource may be forbidden due to the calculus re nements.
Additionally, we want to consider how the structure of the search space is changed by the use of lemmas. We want to examine whether the following situation can occur: Solutions of certain subgoals are possible in the minimal proof segment when using lemmas but are impossible in the old minimal proof segment (of the restricted version of CTC) due to the inference restrictions used there (although the lemma proof could be found in the old segment when not restricting the calculus). Then, the use of lemmas would import additional redundancy into a restricted version of CTC.
We start with a new calculus re nement which limits the application of inferences involving lemma clauses. Then, we consider the well-known search space reduction techniques regularity, tautology-freeness, and subsumption.
For each calculus re nement we shortly introduce the underlying principles. Then, we describe some methods for lemma generation which may be used when applying the search space reduction technique. After that we investigate for these lemma methods whether a reduction of the proof length and depth can be obtained when employing the restricted variant of CTC to be considered for the nal proof run. Finally, we discuss the occurring reordering of the search space and give a qualitative comparison of the minimal proof segments when not using lemmas and when using the generated lemmas.
We want make some remarks regarding the notation used in the following. All search space reduction techniques can be applied to a connction tableau calculus which is an extension or restriction of CTC. The use of a search space reduction technique rt tagether with a calculus Calc is denoted by Calc frtg or simply by Calc rt . We can apply several techniques simultanously. Since the order in which a calculus is re ned does not matter for our techniques we use Calc fr 1 ;r 2 g instead of (Calc fr 1 g ) fr 2 g and Calc R 1 fr 2 g instead of (Calc R 1 ) fr 2 g for a set of reduction techniques techniques R 1 and two reduction techniques r 1 , r 2 .
Extension Restrictions on Non-Unit Lemmas
As we have seen before the use of non-unit lemmas causes some problems, e.g. new subgoals are introduced when extending a subgoal with a lemma which leads to an uncontrolled increase of the search space. Thus, we want to consider how these problems can be overcome. We restrict the use of non-unit lemmas when employing extension steps.
Technique. Firstly, we restrict the application of clausal lemmas in such a way that they can only be employed when no new subgoals are introduced. This means that for all subgoals newly generated when extending a subgoal with a lemma an application of the extension rule is forbidden to the newly introduced subgoals. Thus, in the conventional CTC calculus only reduction steps can be applied to them. Note that for the extensions of the connection tableau calculus factorization and folding-up (to be described shortly) the additional inference rules can be applied to the subgoals. Since also these inference rules immediately close a subgoal the application of a non-unit lemma immediately closes a subgoal without introducing new subgoals.
Secondly, we do not allow for extension steps of a subgoal which are performed by uni cation with a tail literal of a lemma p l 1 ; : : : ; l n (generate no contrapositives for the clause, cp.
Sti88])
. Thus, a lemma serves as a kind of procedural clause instead as a declarative clause. This is sensible since we want to replace a certain proof structure by the use of a lemma and are not interested in exploiting the full semantic information provided by the lemma. Structure of the search space. Since we do not introduce new subgoals when employing non-unit lemmas and we do not generate contrapositives of the lemmas the results regarding the reordering of the search space obtained with unit lemmas and horn clauses can be lifted to the new situation. Thus, when using the depth bound for the top-down proof search it is apparent that no new solutions of subgoals are introduced to the minimal proof segment compared with the \old" minimal proof segment (again we assume that the minimal proof depth without lemmas is greater than (N I + 1)(n D ? 1)). When employing the inference and weighted-depth bound such e ects are still possible analogously to the horn case.
4.3.2 Regularity, Tautology-Freeness, and Subsumption Technique. Regularity de nes a restriction on the structure of the derivable tableaux by allowing inference steps to a tableau only if the resulting tableau is regular. A tableau is called regular if no two nodes on a tableau branch are labeled with the same literal. Tautologyfreeness means that no tableau clause contains two complementary literals. The subsumption restriction can be formulated as follows. Let be a total and acyclic ordering on the clauses to be refuted. Then, subsumption forbids the derivation of tableaux that contain a tableau clause which is an instance of an input clause or a unit lemma C 1 and which is subsumed by another input clause or a unit lemma C 2 6 = C 1 with C 1 C 2 . For non-unit lemmas we employ a restricted form of subsumption. We forbid the derivation of tableaux that contain a tableau clause h t 1 ; : : : ; t n which is an instance of a non-unit lemma C if there is another smaller (unit or non-unit) lemma C 0 = h 0 t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 m (m 0) or a smaller input clause h 0 _ t 0 1 _ : : : _ t 0 m (m 0), a substitution , and : f1; : : : ; mg ! f1; : : : ; ng with h 0 = h and t 0 i = t (i) , 1 i m. These search space reduction techniques may be used isolated or in an arbitrary combination. We denote the regularity, tautology-freeness, and subsumption reduction techniques by reg, taut, and subs, respectively. Now, we discuss the e ects resulting from the use of these search space reduction techniques together with our lemma techniques. We will see that we may obtain an increase of the number of solutions for subgoals (in a rather uncontrolled way).
Lemma generation. In order to generate lemmas we want to consider two di erent lemma generation techniques. The rst variant employs no search space reduction techniques when enumerating lemmas. The second variant uses the same combination of search space reduction techniques which are used for the top-down proof run. In both cases, we use the lemma generation algorithm as described in 4.1 when refuting horn clauses and use in addition non-unit lemmas created as described in 4.2 when dealing with non-horn clauses. Furthermore, exp is used to enumerate the lemmas.
Proof length/depth reduction. At rst we consider the regularity condition. Obviously, a regular tableau cannot become irregular when a new tableau is generated by replacing the subproof for a subgoal by the extension with a lemma and performing some reduction steps into the newly introduced subgoals. When using this new subproof the regularity condition cannot be violated since it has not been violated when using the old subproof and the new tableau may be even less instantiated. Thus, we can obtain analogous results for the proof length and depth reduction of proofs as described in section 4.1 and 4.2 regardless the variant for the generation of lemmas. The use of the lemmas which are needed in order to obtain the resource reductions is not forbidden by the regularity technique.
Considering the subsumption condition (according to our previous de nition) for each subgoal which occurs in depth n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) there must exist a clause which can be applied to shorten the subproof of the subgoal and which is not subsumed by another smaller clause in C L N I . Further, analogously to before the application of lemmas cannot lead to subsumed tableau clauses in other parts of the tableau. The tautology-freeness condition imposes more problems. Whereas in the horn case the application of the needed unit lemmas is obviously still possible the application of non-unit lemmas appears to be more problematic. One has to consider whether the application of a lemma C needed to solve a subgoal which occurs in depth n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) may be forbidden because C becomes tautological when applying the extension step, when applying reduction steps into the newly introduced subgoals, or when extending other subgoals after the use of C. This situation is impossible, however, as the following theorem shows. Theorem 4.3 Let C be an unsatis able set of clauses. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1. Let L N I be a set containing all unit and non-unit lemma candidates for C generated in N I 0 iterations according to the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 using CTC ftaut;expg R , R freg; subsg, and a resource n D 2.
1. Let n be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C using CTC ftautg R . Let n 0 be the minimal proof depth of a proof for C L N I using CTC ftaut;expg R . Then it holds n 0 = max(fn ? (N I + 1) (n D ? 1); 1g). 2. Let n be the minimal proof length of a proof for C using CTC ftautg R . Let n 0 be the minimal proof length of a proof for C L N I using CTC ftaut;expg R . Then it holds n 0 < n. Proof. 1. Let P be a proof with minimal depth which is enumerated with a depth-rst subgoal selection function. Furthermore, w.l.o.g. let each closed branch be minimal in P. This means that for each subgoal which occurs when enumerating P and which is solved with substitution and a subproof which contains extension steps it holds: It is impossible to close s by reduction and a substitution which is more general than or equal to (modulo renaming variables).
We show that we can replace the chain of proof inferences for each node N (with literal s) in depth n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1) in P by a more general chain of proof inferences involving an extension with a lemma and possibly some reduction steps (under consideration of the tautology restriction). Then, a proof depth restriction by the desired amount is possible.
We only have to consider whether a literal s exists in P in which subproof the nodes N 1 ; : : : ; N m (labeled with s 1 ; : : : ; s m ) of the respective subtableau are closed by reduction with nodes from outside the subproof for s. Further, i; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg exist with s i = s j or i 2 f1; : : : ; mg with s i = s. Each other literal can obviously be closed with a clause C 2 C L N I analogously to before (without violating the tautology condition). This situation is the only one where possibly a tautological instance of a non-unit lemma may be needed.
Let us consider the case that s i = s j . Then, there exist two ancestor nodes M 1 and M 2 of N which are labeled with literals s T 1 and s T 2 in each tableau T (being an ancestor of P in the search tree) that contains M 1 and M 2 such that s T 1 and s T 2 are uni able. But this is a contradiction to the assumption that each branch in P is minimal. If s i = s then the sequence of proof inferences for N (labeled with s in P) can be replaced by a reduction step involving N and the reduction partner (node) of s i . This again is a contradiction to the assumption that each branch in P is minimal.
2. Analogously to the proof of theorem 4.1. 2 Structure of the search space. If we employ a combination of regularity, tautologyfreeness, or subsumption in the top-down proof the use of lemmas can increase the number of solution substitutions which exist for subgoals in the new minimal proof segment compared with the old proof segment. This result holds independently of the lemma generation variant that we use.
If we do not employ search space reduction techniques during the lemma generation it is quite obvious that new solutions of a subgoal can be obtained which are not possible when not using lemmas. The extension of a subgoal s with a lemma whose subproof violates the structural conditions used in the nal proof run, e.g. regularity, equals the use of a subproof for s which also violates the structural conditions. This subproof cannot be found when not using lemmas.
But also a local consideration of the structural search space reduction techniques during the lemma generation does not prevent the possibility of an increase of the number of solution substitutions existing for some subgoals. Thus, we may signi cantly increase the minimal proof segment. We validate this claim by demonstrating in the following example that for each search space reduction technique the number of solutions existing for a subgoal w.r.t. a set of clauses can be increased when employing lemmas (regardless from the combination of search space reduction techniques which is employed). This is true although the lemmas are generated without violating the structural restrictions on the allowed tableaux. When using the depth bound and a resource n D = 3 for the lemma generation we obtain a lemma set which includes the lemma p 2 (a) (which can still be obtained when additionally using tautology and subsumption tests). But now the start clause :p 1 (X) can be proved with substitution fX ag when using the lemma p 2 (a) although this solution is impossible when not using lemmas. (Again the proof can also be found when using tautology and subsumption tests.) All conventional proofs which lead to the solution substitution fX ag are irregular.
2. Now we show that lemma applications are able to elude fails which occur because tautological clauses are used. Let 
Extensions of the Connection Tableau Calculus
While the use of previously introduced search space reduction techniques is harmless w.r.t. the potential for proof length and depth reductions it is not apparent whether the use of extensions of CTC, namely the use of stronger inference rules, can cause some problems.
We have to discuss whether our lemmas can still work as \complete" macro operators in the extended search space, i.e. whether they can still provide resource reductions (w.r.t. the number of inferences and the proof depth). In the following, we will shortly recall two important extensions of CTC, namely factorization and folding-up, and then we discuss whether resource reductions can still be obtained.
We use a notation similar to the one previously introduced for search space reduction Then, N 1 is factorized with N 2 by marking N 1 as closed, modifying by = f(N 3 ; N 2 )g and performing the transitive closure. Additionally has to be applied to the whole tableau.
The ordering shows by N 2 N 1 that the solution of N 2 depends on the solution of N 1 . is used to avoid cyclic (and thus unsound) applications of factorization. We start the tableaux enumeration process with an empty ordering. In the following, the factorization extension of a CTC based calculus Calc is denoted by Calc fac . Factorizations are optimistic if we factorize a node with a node whose subgoal is yet unsolved. Pessimistic factorization steps close a node with a previously solved node.
Lemma generation. Now, since shortest proofs or proofs with minimal depth may contain factorization steps, we have to answer the question whether our clausal lemmas can again provide a reduction of the inference and depth resource needed to enumerate a proof. As we will see our lemma mechanism is strong enough to reduce the proof depth and length value. But we have to use non-unit lemmas even when refuting horn clauses and we have to apply factorization steps when enumerating the lemmas. Thus, in the following we will consider a lemma generation based on (CT C fac ) exp and procedures 4.1 and 4.2.
Proof length/depth reduction. As the following theorem shows the lemma technique as given above has the potential to reduce the proof length and depth of arbitrary proofs which contain factorization steps.
Theorem 4.4 Let C be an unsatis able set of clauses. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1. Let L N I be a set of (clausal) lemmas created in N I 0 iterations of the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 according to (CT C fac ) fexpg R , R freg; subsg, and depth resource n D 2.
1. Let P be a proof for C which has minimal depth using (CT C fac ) R . Let P 0 be a proof for C L N I which has minimal depth using (CT C fac ) fexpg R . Let n and n 0 be the depth of P and P 0 , respectively. Then, it holds n 0 = maxf1; n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1)g. 2. Let P be a proof with minimal length for C using (CT C fac ) R . Let P 0 be a proof with minimal length for C L N I using (CT C fac ) fexpg R . Let n and n 0 be the length of P and P 0 , respectively. Then, it holds n 0 < n.
Proof. 1. W.l.o.g. we assume that P is enumerated with a depth-rst subgoal selection function. Further, we assume that in P factorization steps are used. Otherwise, theorem 4.2 guarantees that a proof depth reduction by the desired amount is reached. Furthermore, we assume that the depth of P is greater than (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). Otherwise, we can close the subgoals occurring in depth 1 when enumerating P with unit lemmas. Now, analogously to before we have to show that we can replace the chain of proof inferences for each node (labeled with s) occurring in depth n?(N I +1)(n D ?1) in P by a more general chain of proof inferences which contains an extension step with a lemma and reduction or factorization steps into the introduced subgoals. Additionally the literals l 1 ; : : : ; l k used to close the introduced subgoals by factorization have a depth which is smaller than or equal as n?(N I +1)(n D ?1).
... . Now, we assume that a node M i in the subproof of s is factorized with a node N i from outside the subproof and N i has a depth which is greater than n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). This is impossible, however, since N i cannot be a brother node of an ancestor of M i . Thus, such factorization steps cannot occur in P. Thus, s can be closed using a lemma and some literals at nodes with a depth which is smaller than or equal as n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1). 2. A proof length reduction can be obtained analogously to the proof of theorem 4.1. 2
In summation, the use of non-unit lemmas can provide a proof length and proof depth reduction regardless whether or not factorization is used.
Structure of the search space. As we have seen we can obtain results regarding both proof length and proof depth reductions which are the same as in the conventional calculus CTC.
We should notice that even in the horn case non-unit lemmas have to be used. But we have seen that it is su cient to allow only factorization steps into the subgoals introduced by nonunit lemmas in order to guarantee the needed resource reductions. Thus, we obtain results regarding the structure of the search space in the horn case which are analogous to the results of section 4.1. In the non-horn case the re nement that only reduction and factorization steps are allowed into subgoals introduced by non-unit lemmas makes it possible to lift the results from section 4.3.1.
Folding-up
Technique. Folding-up is a generalization of the c-reduction rule for model elimination (see Sho76] ). The inference rule can be seen as a pessimistic variant of the factorization rule and as a kind of restricted lemma mechanism, a context-lemma mechanism (see LMG94]). In order to introduce folding-up we have to extend our notion of a (labeled) tableau by introducing a further label to each node. The new label is a set of literals which are also called context lemmas in the following. Note that also the previously unlabeled root node has a context lemma list label. We de ne the folding-up rule as follows.
Procedure 4.4 (Folding-up) Let T be a tableau extended with context-lemma labels. Let N be a non-leaf node marked with literal l which is head of a closed subtableau. Then, let M be the deepest ancestor node of l which is used for reduction into the subproof of l or let M be the root node if such ancestor nodes do not exist.
Then, folding-up is performed by adding the literal l to the set of context-lemmas of the tableau node M.
In order to use the context lemmas during the proof run we have to extend the reduction rule. We allow for closing a subgoal s at node N if it can be uni ed with the complement of a literal which is element of the set of context lemmas of an ancestor node of N. Naturally, the substitution has to be applied to the whole tableau.
Calc fu is an extension of a CTC calculus Calc that additionally uses the folding-up rule, uses the re ned reduction rule, and labels each node introduced by start or extension with an empty context lemma set.
Lemma generation. In the following we assume that we generate unit as well as non-unit lemmas (even when dealing with horn clauses). Furthermore, we use folding-up and extension restrictions on lemmas in order to enumerate the lemmas.
Proof length/depth reduction. If we apply folding-up some problems occur. These are due to the fact that we can prove a subgoal s by virtue of another subgoal s 0 (s 0 is folded up after solution) which do not have to be a brother of an ancestor of s. Thus, it may be, as the following theorem shows, that certain subgoals cannot be proved by reduction with a folded literal since the literal would \disappear" in a lemma proof if we applied lemmas and thus cannot be folded up.
Theorem 4.5 1. Let L N I be a set of (clausal) lemmas created with the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 according to (CT C fu ) exp , the iteration number N I 0, and depth resource n D 2.
For each pair (N I ; n D ) with N I 0; n D 2 exists an unsatis able set C which has a minimal proof depth of n > (N I +1) (n D ?1) using CTC fu and the depth of each proof for C L N I is greater than n ? (N I + 1) (n D ? 1) (using (CT C fu ) exp ). 2. Let C be an unsatis able set of clauses. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1. Let L N I be a set of (clausal) lemmas created with the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 according to (CT C fu ) fexpg R , R freg; subsg, the iteration number N I 0, and depth resource n D 2. Let P be a proof for C obtained with a minimal number of inferences using CTC fu . Let P 0 be a proof with minimal inferences for C L N I using (CT C fu ) fexpg R Let n and n 0 be the numbers of inferences needed to enumerate P and P 0 , respectively. Then, it holds n 0 < n.
Proof. 2. We consider the set of proofs which can be enumerated with minimal inference resources. Then, there exists a proof in this set which contains a subgoal which is closed without using folded literals for reduction steps from outside the subproof. Further, it is clear that such a subproof exists which has a proof depth which is greater than 1. The chain of proof inferences for this subproof can be exchanged by a shorter and more general chain of proof inferences using lemmas. 2 Structure of the search space. It turned out that the use of lemmas can cause some problems together with folding-up. Even when employing the depth bound and restricting the applicability of extension rules with non-unit lemmas it may be that the minimal segment of the search space which includes a proof with lemmas may be considerably larger than the minimal segment which contains a proof without lemmas. Some solutions of subgoals may be obtained in the proof segment which could not be reached when not using lemmas (in the old proof segment). Also when using the inference or weighted-depth bound the use of lemmas remains problematic. It is quite probable that only small inference reductions may be obtained by using lemmas resulting in rather small resource reductions. The use of the weighted-depth bound, however, may be more appropriate than the pure use of the depth bound since we can pro t from each lemma application.
Finally, we should not neglect that an appropriate ltering of lemmas can weaken these problems. If resource reductions can be obtained with a small number of lemmas we may signi cantly pro t from the lemma use although the resource reductions are smaller than when not employing folding-up. In section 9 we will see that indeed with the weighted-depth bound good results could be obtained.
Extended Lemma Techniques
In this section we want to deal with methods to overcome the theoretical weaknesses of our lemma techniques (which nevertheless proved to be very successful in practice even in their pure form (see Fuc97c, Fuc98b] and section 9). We will introduce two extensions of the conventional lemma use in CTC. At rst we introduce the use of lemmas as clauses with inequality constraints. This technique is able to overcome the problems resulting from the use of the search space reduction techniques subsumption and tautology-freeness together with lemmas (namely an increase of the number of solutions of certain subgoals). Moreover, it can normally be implemented very e ciently within state-of-the-art theorem provers. The second technique concerns the extension of the use of bottom-up generated lemmas to the use of bottom-up generated deductions. This technique is able to prevent an implicit violation of the search space reduction techniques when using lemmas. Furthermore, the use of (open) subdeductions which generalizes the use of (non-)unit lemmas also provides a guaranteed proof length reduction when using the folding-up rule.
Clausal Lemmas with Constraints
In section 4.3.2 we have seen that, due to the (implicit) instantiations of their proofs, the use of lemmas during the proof run can lead to (implicit) violations of the structural restrictions provided by the search space reduction techniques regularity, tautology-freeness, and subsumption. In order to overcome this (at least for tautology-freeness and subsumption) we extend our notion of a lemma. Instead of considering lemmas as valid facts in a given theory, lemmas are valid facts with inequality constraints. We want to forbid unnecessary instantiations of lemmas with inequality constraints as follows where D denotes the domain of a function and V ar(M) is the set of variables occurring in a set M of literals or terms. If we want to use clauses with inequality constraints during the inference process we have to extend CTC by using tableaux with inequality constraints. We have to extend the extension and reduction rule in order to work with such tableaux.
An extension of a subgoal of tableau Tjs 1^: : :^s m with a clause Cjt 1^: : :^t n is performed like a conventional extension step with C involving a substitution . But in addition to the conventional extension rule we must modify the constraints of T resulting in the constraints s 1 ^: : :^s m ^t 1 ^: : :^t n . If one of these subconstraints is violated the extension step is forbidden. The start and reduction rule is modi ed in an analogous way. We denote this calculus by CTC Cstr .
The search space reduction techniques of CTC have to be slightly modi ed in order to work with CTC Cstr . When employing the subsumption search space reduction technique we have to take care that the constraints of the subsuming clauses are considered.
Note that normally in CTC-based provers the checks for a violation of the search space reduction techniques are also implemented based on CTC Cstr . The constraints needed for subsumption and tautology-freeness are generated before the proof run by attaching constraints to the clauses to be refuted. During the proof run constraints necessary for a check of the regularity condition are added to the current tableau (see LSBB92, Let93, GLMS94]).
Lemma generation. In order to generate lemmas we consider the techniques introduced in 4.3.2, 4.4.1, and 4.4.2. But additionally we generate for each of the search space reduction techniques which is used for the nal proof run inequality constraints which describe which substitutions violate the search space reduction technique w.r.t. the speci c lemma proof obtained (see LSBB92, Let93] for a generation of these constraints). These constraints are used during the iterated lemma generation process to exclude certain lemmas. Furthermore, we forbid the subsumption of a lemma candidate by another lemma candidate with a nonempty constraint in the lemma generation.
Proof length/depth reduction. It is apparent that as in 4.3.2, 4.4.1, and 4.4.2 a depth and inference reduction takes place. The additional use of our constraints cannot prevent extension steps with lemmas needed to close subgoals in depth max(f1; n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1)g) where n is the minimal proof depth when not using lemmas.
Structure of the search space. The use of the inequality constraints prevents an implicit use of subproofs (obtained using lemma clauses) which contain subsumed clauses or tautologies. Considering the regularity technique we can notice that no lemma subproof can become irregular when it is considered in a local way. But as example 4.2 shows violations of the regularity condition can nevertheless still occur.
Using Lemmas as Bottom-Up Deductions
Obviously, we have lost information on a lemma using our lemma techniques, namely the information on its proof. Whereas in saturating provers where also lemmas have been quite successfully used (see e.g. Fuc98a]) this is no problem since the information could hardly be used in an appropriate manner, the use of the lemma proof is interesting in provers based on deduction enumeration. We extend our notion of a lemma in the following way.
De nition 5.2 A unit lemma deduction is a fact lj(T l ; Cstr l ) where T l denotes the lemma proof, i.e. a closed tableau with head literal l. Cstr l is an inequality constraint. It represents the instantiations which violate the structural restrictions on the lemma proof and is given as described in LSBB92]. A non-unit lemma deduction is a clause Cj(T C ; Cstr C ), C = s l 1 ; : : : ; l n . The tableau T C is the tableau which has been used to deduce C, i.e. a tableau with start literal s and subgoals l 1 ; : : : ; l n .
In order to use these lemmas in the refutation procedure we have to re ne the connection tableau calculus CTC in order to work with clauses Cj(T C ; Cstr C ). We still use connection tableaux as proof objects but modify the extension rule. If u is a subgoal of a tableau T then an extension with a clause C = s l 1 ; : : : ; l n j(T C ; Cstr C ) is performed as follows. We unify u and s with the most general uni er . If Cstr C is violated by the extension step is forbidden. Otherwise, we instantiate T C with resulting in a tableau T C 0 . Furthermore, T is instantiated with . Now, we attach the m subtableaux whose head literals are the m immediate successors of s in T C 0 below the instantiated subgoal u . We call this modi ed calculus CTC bd .
We can extend the subsumption rule in order to work with lemma deductions. The lemma constraints have to be considered when applying subsumption tests. Furthermore, regularity and tautology tests have to be applied to the \unfolded" lemma proof. When folding-up is used we have to fold-up each literal occurring in the subtableau T C 0 after the extension with C.
Furthermore, we have to re ne our bounds in order to deal with lemmas in an appropriate manner. Therefore, we modify our notion of the depth of nodes in a tableau. Instead of using the number of edges to the root node as the depth of a node we only count the number of edges on the path to the root which do not lead to a node which is newly introduced when performing an extension with a lemma. Thus, we \unfold" the lemma proof when computing the depth of nodes. The depth of a tableau is de ned analogously to before. In summation we use the following lemma technique.
Lemma generation. We use the lemma generation technique as described in 4.1 (see also 4.3.2) when dealing with (restrictions of) CTC and horn clauses in the nal proof run. When using (restrictions of) CTC and non-horn clauses, CTC fac , or CTC fu in the nal proof run we use the procedures as described in 4.2 (4.3.1, 4.3.2), 4.4.1, or 4.4.2, respectively. Furthermore, we annotate each lemma C with the tableau it has been derived from as well as with an appropriate constraint. When iteratively enumerating lemmas we use lemmas as bottom-up generated deductions. In order to use subsumption on the generated lemmas we again have to take care of the constraints. We forbid that a lemma candidate with a non-empty constraint subsumes other clauses.
Proof length/depth reduction. If we do not employ folding-up all prior known properties regarding proof length and proof depth reduction still hold. When we use CTC bd for the nal proof run we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let C be an unsatis able set of clauses. Let the minimal proof depth for refuting C be greater than 1. Let L N I be a set of (clausal) lemmas created with the procedures 4.1 and 4.2 according to ((CT C bd ) fu ) fexpg R , R freg; subs; tautg, the iteration number N I 0, and depth resource n D 2.
1. Let P be a proof for C which has minimal depth using (CT C fu ) R . Let P 0 be a proof for C L N I which has minimal depth using ((CT C bd ) fu ) fexpg R . Let n and n 0 be the depth of P and P 0 , respectively. Then, it holds n 0 = maxf1; n ? (N I + 1)(n D ? 1)g. 2. Let P be a proof with minimal length for C using (CT C fu ) R . Let P 0 be a proof with minimal length for C L N I using ((CT C bd ) fu ) fexpg R . Let n and n 0 be the length of P and P 0 , respectively. Then, it holds n 0 < n.
Proof. The proof can be obtained in a similar way to the proof of theorem 4.4 using the de nition of CTC bd . 2 Structure of the search space. If we apply CTC exp when using lemmas and CTC when not using lemmas the results from 4.1 and 4.3.1 can be lifted. Also the results from 4.3.2 regarding the use of search space reduction techniques hold true. But additionally our new technique guarantees a full provision of the regularity condition. Irregular lemma proofs can be detected. The results regarding the structure of the search space when factorization is used (section 4.4.1) can be lifted. The results hold also true when employing folding-up.
Relevancy of a Lemma
The most important method in order to control the use of the generated lemma candidates is an appropriate discarding of super uous lemma candidates. In the following we want to deal with two di erent techniques.
Filter criteria discard some lemma candidates immediately after their generation because of their speci c structure ignoring the other lemma candidates. From the resulting set of lemma candidates selection techniques choose a set of lemmas to be used in the nal proof run.
When working in relatively small theories it is possible to generate the complete \bottom-part" of the search space (all lemma candidates) before applying some selection criteria to the whole set of generated clauses. If the considered theories are rather large, however, this technique is not sensible. This is because it is very costly to generate and to explicitly store all lemma candidates. Furthermore, our selection mechanism would be overwhelmed with data and the selection of possibly useful lemmas would necessitate a lot of time. Thus, it is sensible to employ some restrictions on the form of generated lemma candidates, i.e. to employ lter criteria during the generation. In contrast lemma selection tries to select from a smaller pool of possible lemma candidates some few clauses which appear to be useful for refuting the given input clauses (with a minimal resource value). More expensive criteria (compared to the lemma lters) can be applied in order to judge the usefulness or relevancy of facts.
Essential for both ltering and selection is a notion of relevancy of a lemma set for the refutation of a given set of clauses (employing a xed start clause). Filter and selection criteria should provide a lemma set which contains clauses which prove to be useful for refuting the input clauses. We want to make the notion of relevancy of a lemma set for a proof goal (a posteriori similarity) more precise.
De nition 6.1 Let C be a set of clauses, S 2 C be a start clause for refuting C, and L N I be a set of lemma candidates. We say S and a set L L N I are similar (Sim T (S; L) holds) w.r.t. a search tree T if there is a closed tableau T in T that can be reached with start clause S and that contains only instances of clauses from C L as tableau clauses. Furthermore, at least one L 2 L appears in the tableau T.
More interesting is a notion of \more or less similar". Not each set L, similar to S w.r.t. the search tree T de ned by C L N I , is well-suited for using it as a lemma set (augmenting C with L) when employing a bound B. An important quality criterion is the resource value which is at least needed in order to obtain a closed tableau T when using B. There should be no subset of L N I , di erent from L, that can help to refute C with a smaller resource. We employ the following notion of maximal similarity.
De nition 6.2 Let C be a set of clauses, S 2 C be a start clause for refuting C, and L N I be a set of lemma candidates. We call a set L L N I most similar to S w.r.t. a completeness bound B if only clauses from C and all clauses from L appear in a closed tableau which can be found with start clause S, bound B, and a minimal resource (no proof for C L 0 and start clause S can be found with a smaller resource).
A sensible selection mechanism should try to choose a subset L L N I that is most similar to S. This test, however, necessitates the consideration of all subsets of L N I . Thus, we employ a local notion of relevancy of a lemma.
De nition 6.3 Let C be a set of clauses, S 2 C be a start clause for refuting C, and L N I be a set of lemma candidates. We call a lemma candidate L 2 L N I weakly similar to a start clause S w.r.t. a search tree T if there is a closed tableau in T that can be reached with start clause S and which contains as tableau clauses instances of L and of some clauses from C L N I . We can say a lemma is most weakly similar to S if there is a lemma set L that contains L and which is most similar to S.
The union of the lemmas which are most weakly similar to S is a lemma set L loc L N I which can refute C (employing start clause S) with a minimal resource. Furthermore, normally L loc is much smaller than L N I . Thus, a lemma selection mechanism can also try to nd a rather well-suited lemma set based on local tests.
Lemma Selection
In this section we want to deal with general principles for estimating whether a clause L from a set of lemma candidates L N I is most weakly similar to a start clause S 2 C. First of all we assume that a refutation of C L N I can be found with start clause S and that the resource value n m 2 IN which is at least needed in order to nd such a proof with start clause S is given. Furthermore, we consider a xed CTC-calculus in the following which may be a restriction or an extension of the standard calculus. But we assume that the search space reduction techniques regarding the use of extension steps to literals introduced by non-unit lemmas are in use (see 4.3.1, 4.4.1, 4.4.2).
Our principles for a priori estimating the relevancy of L are based on the fast simulation of complete tableaux enumeration procedures (lazy tableaux enumeration). A complete test for the maximal weak similarity between S and L can be obtained by enumerating the set fT 1 ; : : : ; T z g of all tableaux in the nite segment T C L N I ;S;B;nm which is the segment de ned by the clause set C L N I , start clause S 2 C, the completeness bound B, and the resource value n m . Then one has to check whether L appears in a closed tableau T i , 1 i z.
Since this \test" would be too expensive (clearly it equals the use of all lemmas to refute C L N I ) we want to simulate the test by enumerating a sequence 1 A = (T i 1 ; : : : ; T i k ), k < z, i j 2 f1; : : : ; zg for j 2 f1; : : : kg, and i l 6 = i m for l 6 = m. Then, we try to estimate whether a closed tableau T j , 1 j z, exists that contains l (assuming such a tableau has not been enumerated). Thus, we have to deal with the question how a \representative" subset of fT i : 1 i zg can be enumerated and how the relevancy of a lemma can be estimated based on the information provided by this subset.
Complete Tableaux Enumeration Procedures
At rst we want to start with the introduction of two interesting tableaux enumeration procedures which provide complete relevancy tests. Since the connection tableau calculus is strongly independent of the order in which one tries to solve the subgoals of a tableau (see e.g. LMG94]) we can design di erent tableaux enumeration methods which spare the consideration of all tableaux in T C L N I ;S;B;nm . We want to consider the following two methods which di er from each other w.r.t. the use of a lemma in order to close subgoals. We want to consider the lemma preferring and lemma delaying method.
The lemma preferring method forces the use of a lemma candidate L in order to obtain a proof. In order to test the relevancy of L we generate at rst the set 0 of all tableaux in In the following we will also refer to A as a set of tableaux.
Lazy Tableaux Enumeration
Now, we want to deal with the question how to simulate the complete but costly relevancy tests. We start with the lemma preferring method. At rst we consider how to obtain information on the usefulness of a clause L based on a tableau set L A . We assume that L A contains at least the tableaux from L 0 . We have to estimate whether one of the tableaux from L A lies on a path (in T C L N I ;S;B;nm ) to a proof. In section 7.4 we will develop heuristic criteria for this purpose. In the following we assume that a function is given where (T ) 2 IR judges whether the tableau T can be closed in T C L N I ;S;B;nm . The smaller the value the higher the probability that the subgoals of T are solvable. In order to obtain reliable data it is sensible to use only those enumerated tableaux which are obtained with as many inferences between the tableaux in L A and a closed tableau. Furthermore, L 0 should be completely enumerated. Thus, we start with L A = L 0 . Then, we can employ depth-rst or breadth-rst tableaux enumeration for enumerating some further tableaux. Clearly, depth-rst search is not well-suited in our context. It may happen that only after the enumeration of a large set of tableaux some tableaux are generated which have a smaller path distance to a closed tableau than a tableau from L 0 . Thus, breadth-rst search methods seem to be more appropriate since each proof path is followed systematically.
When employing the lemma delaying method at rst we assume again that a set L A is given. Now, we want to extract the information whether there is a front literal tableau in T C L N I ;S;B;nm which can be closed with L based on L A . If we tried to judge a lemma L based on a tableau T 2 L A on a path to a proof which is nished by extension with L (and some reduction steps) one would have to decide whether the subgoals of T are solvable and whether L is needed for this purpose. Since this appears to be di cult we use a slightly di erent method which is based on the principle of maximal proof path generation with slight path deviation. As rst introduced in Fuc98b] we want to use only the set L R L A of the enumerated front literal tableaux for the estimation. Although these tableaux normally represent deviations from a proof path (assuming no enumerated front literal can be closed with L) a comparison of the structural di erences between the literals of the front literal path and the literals of L can give hints on the usefulness of L.
The following di erences between a front literal path p L (with front literal f L ) which can actually be closed with L (by unifying the complement of the front literal f L and the lemma head and closing the instantiated tail by reduction with literals from p L ) and an enumerated front literal path p (with front literal f) can occur. It is possible that all inferences that have to be performed on literals on the path from S to f L of the respective front literal tableau T f L are also performed when creating f (generating the front literal tableau T f ). Thus, some of the subgoals which occur during the generation of both T f L and T f and do not lie on the front literal path have been solved when generating T f by a subproof somewhat di erent to the subproof in T f L. Since all subgoals may be variable-connected \uni cation failures" arise to the rst proof is inferred from a tableau from l 0 . All heavily bordered ovals represent the tableaux which form the set l A . The grey tableaux show the sets l R which are used for the relevancy test. The simulation of the lemma delaying method tries to estimate the usefulness of l by computing a uni cation distance between l and the enumerated front literals. Since a structural similarity between the front literal f l and f is quite probable the small uni cation distance between f and l may help to identify l as useful. In the simulation of the lemma preferring method a tableau T is enumerated which lies on a path to a proof. A positive test for the solvability of the subgoals of T can help to recognize the maximal weak similarity between S and l.
Up to now we have assumed that the resource value n m is given. Naturally, in practice only an estimation of n m can be used. An incorrect choice of n m a ects both the soundness and the completeness of our methods. If n m is chosen too small the completeness of our methods is in uenced and no good estimations may be obtained since too few tableaux are used for the similarity test. A value too high a ects the soundness. Lemma candidates may be judged to be useful although they cannot lead to a proof with a minimal resource value because tableaux not lying in the minimal proof segment are used for the judgment. Since the completeness of the test is much more important (a use of some unnecessary facts is normally no serious problem but the needed lemmas should be chosen) we try to use a value for n m which is rather large and still guarantees a fast lemma selection. 
The Lemma Preferring Method
Now, we instantiate the abstract principles described above with some concrete methods and heuristics. We start with the lemma preferring method. We want to introduce methods for a solvability estimation of a tableau and show how we generate the sets L A for a lemma preference based lemma selection.
Our rst problem is to estimate whether a tableau T is solvable within the search tree T C L N I ;S;B;nm . Since n m is normally unknown, however, we only try to de ne a function as follows. If T 1 lies on a path to a proof and T 2 does not lie on a path to a proof or lies only on paths to proofs whose derivations require larger resource values, then (T 1 ) should be smaller than (T 2 ). This function is su cient to give some of the tableaux from l R of a needed lemma l the best ratings.
In order to de ne this function we have to estimate how di cult the solution of a subgoal may be in general (regarding a given bound). Furthermore, we have to consider which e ects are caused by the di culty of speci c subgoals for the derivation of a closed tableau (by solving these subgoals) when they occur at certain tableau positions.
In order to estimate how di cult the solution of a subgoal may be we use a complexity function j j. We employ a rather simple function which neglects the bound to be employed. The complexity jsj of a subgoal s is given by a weighted sum of the symbols occurring in s.
Variables are counted as 1 and function symbols as 2. Thus, small and general subgoals are preferred against large and complex subgoals. Naturally this complexity function could be re ned in future. Now, we want to consider how to compute a solvability value (T ) for a whole tableau regarding a given completeness bound B. At rst we want to consider the case that B is the depth bound.
De nition 7. The factors f 1 ; f 2 describe the correspondence between the di culty of a subgoal estimated from its syntactical structure and the resource available for solving it. An increase of the literal complexity by an amount of f 2 can be compensated by an increase of the available resource value by an amount of f 1 . Currently we apply the values (f 1 ; f 2 ) = (1; 4).
If we use the inference bound the di culty of all subgoals (and not only of the hardest ones) in uences the solvability of a tableau.
De nition 7.2 Let C be a set of clauses. Let T be the search tree for C. Let We use a value of 1000 tableaux. Then, we simply enumerate tableaux in breadth-rst search up to a value of 75000 tableaux. These tableaux form the set A . The sets L R used for the lemma selection are given as described previously.
The Lemma Delaying Method
In order to instantiate our abstract framework for choosing lemmas based on the lemma delaying method we have to introduce methods for measuring uni cation distances as well as for enumerating front literal tableaux. We want to start with our methods for measuring uni cation distances.
As described in section 7 we want to rate the structural distances between a clausal lemma and a front literal path. Because of the fact that too few inferences are applied when generating the front literal paths in the deduction simulation there is no front literal tableau which can be closed with a useful lemma. Because certain subgoals of the generated front literal tableau are closed with a \wrong" subproof uni cation failures arise.
At rst we describe our approach for computing uni cation distances when using unit lemmas. We compare the structure of a front literal f and a lemma candidate l as follows. At rst we try to \pseudo-unify" f and l. We adapt a conventional inference system for unication but ignore failures because two di erent function symbols occur at the same positions in f and l or occur-check failures. As a result of this uni cation attempt we obtain a substitution which tries to minimize the structural di erences between f and l after applying the substitution.
De nition 7.4 The inference system UD works on tuples (E; ) where E is a set of termpairs, which are annotated with positions, and is a substitution. It consists of the following inference rules: With UD we can obtain a substitution by computing (f( f; l)j ; id)`U D : : :`U D (;; ) where`U D denotes a derivation step with UD and is the empty position (interpreting literals as terms). There is a non-determinism in the application of the inference rules that can lead to di erent substitutions . We employed a xed strategy which favors the application of rules to termpairs with smaller positions because it is more probable that these term positions are obtained by \correct" inferences (also needed in order to generate f l ) than larger positions.
Thus, our implementation of UD computes a unique substitution for a front literal f and a lemma l. If we use non-unit lemmas we also use only the front literal and the head literal of the lemma for computing a substitution due to e ciency reasons. Then, we instantiate the literals occurring in the front literal path and the tail of the lemma clause. The structural distance measure which is applied then rates the distance between the front literal and the lemma head as well as the di erences between the tail literals and the path literals.
Among several sensible realizations of these ideas we have chosen the following distance measure .
De nition 7.5 Let d F (f; l) be the Euclidean distance between the feature representations of two literals f and l. Let where Max ' (P; C) is given by Max ' (P; C) = max(fd(p '(i) ; t i ) : 1 i ng)
Now we want to deal with the question how to appropriately generate a set A of tableaux. Analogously to before a simple approach is to generate tableaux via breadth-rst search starting from the tableau which can be reached when applying the start rule with clause S. We generate up to 500 front literals or stop if 75000 tableaux are enumerated. Further methods for measuring uni cation distances and enumerating front literal tableaux can be found in Fuc97c].
Lemma Filtering
Now, we want to deal with the development of lter techniques. As a rst (restrictive) lter technique we employ an upper bound for the number of generated lemma candidates. When using such an upper bound, however, it may be that we cannot enumerate the clauses which are actually needed in a proof such that our selection component never gets a chance to select a useful lemma. In order to overcome this dilemma we want to introduce some techniques for a sensible discarding of some lemma candidates which are assumed to be useless during the lemma generation process. Remember that we distinguish this discarding of clauses in the preprocessing from the selection performed by the selection component since our lter mechanism chooses lemmas from a given pool (under consideration of all other possible alternatives) whereas here only local assessments lead to a rejection of a clause. We employ a numeric (feature-based) approach and a symbolic (logic-based) approach.
Feature-Based Approach
In order to exclude clauses from the lemma candidate pool we use some properties of literals of a clause encoded as natural numbers. Actually, we employ two di erent features based on the literal length and nesting depth of a literal of a clause. These features are used to give (vague) estimations about the ability of clauses to close open tableau branches (by extension with the head and performing reduction steps into all tail literals). The more complex literals of a clause are w.r.t. these features, the more improbable it is whether the clause can be used for closing a branch. We discard a clause C if the maximal literal size or maximal depth of one literal of C exceeds a given threshold (see also Sch94, Fuc98c] ). Actually we use thresholds of 15 and 7 for the clause length and depth, respectively.
Other criteria use features of the whole clause. E.g., we can restrict the maximal clause length M of a lemma. If we can limit M to a rather small value which is still su cient to provide a maximal proof length/resource reduction we can signi cantly reduce the number of uni cation attempts needed in order to test the applicability of a lemma. In our experiments we have used M = 2.
Logic-Based Approach
Since the techniques as described above are rather vague they cannot be used in a very restrictive form. We should not exclude too many clauses with these criteria. Thus, in addition to the techniques introduced before we want to provide mechanisms to control the form of the lemma candidates in a more restrictive way.
The basic idea of our second approach is to use for each predicate symbol p i some literal patterns l i 1 ; : : : ; l i m i each starting with predicate symbol p i . The intended use of these patterns is to allow the instantiation of a tableau with substitution when generating lemmas for a query :p i (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) only if p i (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) is uni able with at least one l i j , 1 j m i .
Thus, certain lemma candidates are excluded because of their speci c term structure.
If we want to use such an approach we have to cope with the question of how we can derive literal patterns which represent syntactic properties of the head literals of lemmas which are relevant for the proof task.
We employ the following (heuristical) technique in order to obtain literal patterns. We use the set 0 as introduced in section 7 which represents all \open tableau paths" which can be closed with lemmas. We assume that there is the same probability for each T 2 0 that a closed tableau can be reached by applying inferences to T. Then, it is sensible to favor general literals as pattern literals which match the complements of the subgoals at the (only) expanded branches of many T 2 0 . This is because it is very probable that a useful lemma is uni able with such a pattern literal. (In the extremest case p(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) for an n-ary predicate symbol is the most suitable pattern when we consider its probability to unify with a well-suited lemma which starts with p). Since we want to prune the space of lemma candidates in a suitable manner, however, it would be desirable to work with as less general patterns as possible.
Based on these considerations we employ the following method for the generation of literal patterns. We assume that a set O of unit clauses is given where O contains all subgoals of the extended branches of the tableaux from 0 . We generate for each predicate symbol p i all literals l 1 ; : : : ; l k which can be built in the given signature and that have a term depth which equals a given threshold patlen (we use patlen = 3). Then, we compute a quality value of these literals as follows.
De nition 8.1 Let C be a set of clauses. Let the tableau set 0 for C and all start clauses S 2 C be de ned as in section 7. Let O be the set of all subgoals of the tableau from 0 where at least one extension step is performed to the start literal of the branch that lead to the subgoal. Then the pattern quality (l) 2 IN of a literal l is de ned by (l) = jff : 9 l = f; f 2 O)g Now, for each predicate symbol p i the m i 2 IN literals with the best (highest) ratings according to are used as literal patterns (actually we use m i = 1).
In our current version of a lemma generator we employ an upper bound for the number of generated lemma candidates. In the lemma generation patterns are used for deleting lemma candidates. If the complete search space is enumerated (according to n D ) and the number of generated lemma candidates still does not exceed the given upper limit we enumerate again lemma candidates without patterns. The newly generated clauses are added to the old lemma candidates until the threshold is reached. Thus, we reorder the space of all bottom-up lemmas in an appropriate manner.
In practice it is further sensible to combine the numerical and the symbolic approach by building a lter chain of lter mechanisms of increasing costs and (assumed) accuracy.
Experimental Results
We want to evaluate our method in the light of experiments performed with the CTC-based prover Setheo LSBB92] and di erent lemma generation techniques. In the following we will not use lemmas as bottom-up generated deductions but restrict ourselves to clauses (with constraints) which does not necessitate grave interventions in the prover Setheo. We conducted experiments in the well-known problem library TPTP-v2.0.0 SSY94]. In detail we have used the domains BOO, CAT, COL, GEO, GRP, and SET. In the following we want to perform an empirical investigation of which lemma technique is the best regarding a given proof task. Furthermore, we want to compare our lemma-based variants of Setheo with the conventional Setheo system, an unbounded use of all generated lemmas in Setheo, and a variant of Setheo where lemmas are selected based on simple syntactic properties of a fact. In the following we will only consider \hard problems" which are unsolvable with the standard version of Setheo with a run time which is smaller than 10 seconds on a Sun Ultra II.
Comparison of Di erent Lemma Techniques
Before we investigate di erent lemma techniques in more detail we want to clarify which CTCcalculus we want to use since the choice of the calculus has a strong in uence on the choice of a sensible lemma technique. In the following we will consider the same CTC-calculi which are automatically chosen by the prover Setheo regarding a given proof task (cp. MIL + 
97]).
We use a CTC-calculus where regularity, tautology-freeness, and subsumption conditions are used. Additionally, in the non-horn case folding-up is employed. Now, we want to investigate for the horn and non-horn case which lemma generation and selection techniques, as well as which proof strategy for the nal top-down proof run is sensible if the CTC-calculi as described above are used. We will describe some sensible basic settings for lemma generation, lemma selection, and the top-down proof run, and arise some open questions regarding these settings which are examined by experimental studies afterwards.
Let us consider the horn case. It is clear that unit lemmas are su cient to prevent a proof length and depth reduction. In order to prevent an uncontrolled increase of the minimal proof segment with lemmas we employ regularity, tautology-freeness, and subsumption tests during the generation of the lemmas. An interesting question which will be investigated in the following is whether constraints are useful in order to prevent redundancies incorporated by lemmas. Regarding the selection of lemmas we will examine whether lemma delay or lemma preference can provide better results. Finally, the question should be answered which search bound is appropriate for the nal proof run. Since we can generate lemmas which guarantee a proof depth reduction the depth bound seems to be appropriate. The use of some few lemmas which provide a reduction of the depth resource which is needed to enumerate a proof can signi cantly decrease the size of the segment of the search tree which contains a proof. Thus, it is interesting to investigate whether the depth bound and lemmas improve on the weighted-depth bound and lemmas even it the weighted-depth bound is superior without lemmas.
When considering the CTC-calculus used in the non-horn case (which involves folding-up)
we have seen that the use of non-unit lemmas can provide guarantees for a proof length reduction whereas the use of unit lemmas cannot. Nevertheless it remains an interesting question whether only unit or also non-unit lemmas should be used. We have to examine whether actually non-unit lemmas provide some advantage by decreasing the needed resource and not simultaneously increasing the search space too much. Further, it should be investigated in this context whether extension restrictions on lemmas can lead to a better control of the lemma use. The use of folding-up when generating the lemmas is sensible. Considering the reordering of the search space again the search space reduction techniques as applied in the nal proof run should be used. As described above the necessity of constraints should be a topic of further investigation. As in the horn case the e ectiveness of the di erent selection techniques should be compared. When considering the choice of a completeness bound for the nal proof run the weighted-depth bound appears to be more appropriate since only small resource reductions may take place when employing the depth bound (and thus probably a large increase of the size of the search space).
In summation, the following aspects should be examined. When considering the lemma generation it should be investigated whether constraints should be used. In the non-horn case unit and non-unit lemma mechanisms should be compared. Furthermore, we should compare lemma delaying and lemma preferring based lemma selection and study which completeness bound appears to be more appropriate.
Lemma Generation. At rst we want to look at the question whether the use of non-unit clauses is bene cial when dealing with non-horn domains. We experimented in the non-horn domains GEO and SET. In our experiments we could renounce the use of non-units in the GEO domain. There in over 70% of the proofs found with a minimal resource by the proof system without lemmas and the weighted-depth bound (which performs best in this domain) no reduction steps occur. Unit lemmas can provide a stable increase of the performance of Setheo. The use of non-unit lemmas cannot increase the performance. In the SET domain in 27 of 39 proofs which can be found by Setheo with a minimal resource value and the weighted-depth bound (which again performs best in this domain) reduction steps occur. In this domain the use of non-units is pro table.
We compare the performance of the conventional Setheo system with a system which only employs unit lemmas (Setheo/U), a system where units and non-units are used (Setheo/NU), and a system where units and non-units are used in connection with extension restrictions on non-unit lemmas (Setheo/NUR). Lemmas are generated using an upper limit of 1000 and 3000 clauses for unit and non-unit lemma candidates, respectively. We do not iterate the generation process (N I = 0) and use the depth resource n D = 2. Furthermore, lter criteria and lemma delay based selection is employed. In all problems the number of chosen units as well as non-units ranges from 3 to 10. We show the number of problems which can be solved after 1, 5, and 10 minutes run time on a Sun Ultra II workstation.
We want to note that the time for lemma generation and selection is included in Table  1 . We can see that there are examples where the additional use of non-unit lemmas can lead to further resource reductions which are impossible with units alone. We can see that the extension restrictions are essential for a practical applicability of non-unit lemmas. Finally, we want to consider whether constraints are needed. Up to now, we have only experimented with a small number of lemmas which have a proof depth which is equal to 2. Then, only few constraints are generated which can only slightly decrease the number of inferences performed by Setheo (only about 5%). This has no in uence on the run time and is outweighed by the small additional overhead.
Lemma Selection. In our experiments we found the lemma delaying method in general to be more e ective than the lemma preferring method. Whereas we could reach stable successes with lemmas selected by lemma delay the lemma preference based selection proved to be more instable. In the BOO, CAT, and GRP domain we reached results as good as when employing lemma delay. In the COL and SET domain we always performed worse than lemma delay. Finally, in the GEO domain we reached overall worse results but could also solve problems that are out of reach of any other selection strategy we have applied up to now.
In Table 2 we show some selected results obtained in the domains COL and SET with unit lemmas (which are generated as described before). The di erent versions of Setheo which are depicted are a conventional version of Setheo without lemmas, a version based on lemma delay (Setheo/LD), and a version based on lemma preference (Setheo/LP). For Setheo Unit lemmas are generated up to a value of 1000 lemmas. Non-unit lemmas are limited to 3000 clauses. We have used the lemma generation techniques which proved to be the best in the experimental studies as described in the preceding section. Thus, we use unit lemmas in the horn case, and non-unit lemmas together with extension restrictions in the non-horn case. All search space reduction techniques which are employed in the nal proof run are also used when generating lemmas. Furthermore, the folding-up rule is used. The iteration number and the depth resource has been N I = 0 and n D = 2, respectively. Lemma lter are used in the GEO and SET domain since there the thresholds of 1000 and 3000 lemma candidates are not su cient to produce the complete \bottom-part" of the search space. We use feature-based as well as logic-based lter techniques. The lemma selection is performed with lemma delay. The search bound which has been used was the depth bound for domains which mostly contain horn problems (BOO, COL, GRP) and the weighted-depth bound for non-horn domains (CAT, GEO, SET). Table 3 shows the experimental results. We depict the number of problems which can be solved after 1,5, and 10 minutes. We can observe a consistent gain of e ciency of Setheo/Sim compared to the other versions of Setheo (caused from resource reductions and only small increases of the branching rate of the search tree). We can solve new problems and also significantly decrease the run times when employing our lemma techniques. For a lot of problems the run time could be decreased from over 5 minutes to less than 1 minute. This is very interesting when using Setheo within interactive proof systems. We can see that a selection of lemmas in actually needed since an unbounded use of lemmas as done in Setheo/Delta normally signi cantly decreases the run time. Furthermore, simple selection techniques which prefer short clauses are no match for our similarity-based methods.
Discussion and Future Work
We have extended the work done in Sch94] and Fuc98c, Fuc98b] by introducing techniques for a controlled use of clausal lemmas in connection tableau calculi. We have investigated the potential of the lemma use in order to provide a proof length and depth reduction as well as for reordering the search space in an appropriate manner. We considered the conventional connection tableau calculus as well as some re nements and extensions which proved to be relevant for a practical success of the calculus. For horn as well as for non-horn domains, we could reach signi cant improvements of our basic prover.
In the past, there have been some approaches for dynamically creating unit lemmas during the proof run (see AS92, AL97, Iwa97]) after a closed subtree is derived during the proof search where no reduction steps from outside are used. These approaches cannot guarantee whether useful lemmas can be generated during the proof run even in the horn case. Thus, although some hard problems could only be solved with such lemma techniques (cp. AL97]), no stable success has been reported over a large set of problems. Controlling the use of lemmas was mainly performed with lemma selection criteria based on syntactic properties of a lemma candidate ignoring the concrete proof task. Furthermore, in Iwa97] a method for controlling the application of lemmas during the proof run (\lemma matching") was used but this method is not complete in order to allow for resource reductions which are essential for our method. To our knowledge, no successful application of full non-unit lemmas has been reported in the past. Currently, techniques like c-reduction Sho76] or folding-up LMG94] provide restricted non-unit lemma mechanisms. As discussed these mechanisms are fully compatible with the use of bottom-up generated deductions. As our experiments reveal, with an appropriate choice of a completeness bound and sophisticated selection mechanisms good results are also possible only with (constrained) lemma mechanisms (instead of deductions) and folding-up.
Concerning our selection strategies in the past mainly uninformed strategies which use the literal length or derivation costs of a lemma have been used (see e.g. AS92, MS93, Sch94, FW98]). In contrast we apply similarity criteria which consider the actual proof task. In order to guide deduction systems also some other approaches have used di erence information. In Dig85, BS88] techniques for partial uni cation have been applied which are similar to our pseudo-unifying method. In these approaches the detected di erences have been explicitly exploited in order to guide paramodulation steps. Thus, the indeterminism of the applied (partial) uni cation algorithm causes severe problems. It remains unclear which substitutions can be gainfully applied. Furthermore, one has to cope with the question of how to reduce the di erences which remain after instantiation. Since we only want to estimate whether a lemma may be useful in general but not whether it should be used in order to prove a certain subgoal, we do not fall into these drawbacks. Structural di erence measures which are subsumed by our uni cation distance measure have been applied in DF94] (see also DFF97]). The distance value between the actual proof goal and an equation has been used in order to control the selection of equations to be processed by an equational theorem prover. Similar to our approach no explicit use of the di erence information is made in DF94]. But in contrast to our method no explicit consideration of possible deductions is made. Thus, this technique mainly works in combination with other heuristics.
Future work will deal with an improved control of the use of lemmas during the proof process. While we actually employ rather sophisticated techniques for the selection of lemmas (cp. also Fuc97c]), we do not control the application of lemmas in order to extend certain subgoals. The general idea is to extract knowledge about possible resource reductions obtainable with lemmas (e.g. from proof experiences) and to use this knowledge in order to forbid certain lemma applications. For instance, lemma extensions to \high" subgoals may be forbidden or lemma applications where the accumulated saving of inferences appears to be too large.
Additionally we will iterate the lemma generation process in order to try to work with \harder lemma" which have a higher potential for resource reductions. It would be interesting to discover whether even harder problems can be solved with these methods and whether still stable successes are possible. An interesting environment for employing harder lemmas is the cooperative parallel theorem prover Cptheo FW98] . Within this prover the parallel generation of ever harder lemma candidates and a similarity based selection of lemmas which becomes more precise over time is possible. Asynchronously, proof tasks are started which contain the input clauses and a lemma set which currently appears to be best-suited. Thus, this prover seems to be appropriate in order to solve hard problems but also to be self adaptive to the di culty of a problem which is important to obtain stable successes.
